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Abstract. When evaluating alternative security solutions, such as security mechanism, security protocols etc., “hard” data or information is
rarely available, and one have to relay on the opinions of domain experts. Log-files from IDS, Firewalls and honeypots might also be used.
However, such source are most often only used in an “penetrate and
patch” strategy, meaning that system administrators, security experts
or similar surveillance the network and initiate appropriate reactions to
the actions observed. Such sources refers to real-time information, but
might also be used in a more preventive manner by combining it with
the opinions provided by the domain experts. To appropriately combine
the information from such various sources the notion of trust is used.
Trust represents the degree to which a particular information source can
be trusted to provide accurate and correct information, and is measured
as information source relative trustworthiness. In this paper we show
how to assign this relative trustworthiness using two trust variables; (1)
knowledge level and (2)level of expertise.

1

Introduction

Achieving the correct level of security in an application depends not only on the
security level, but also on the time-to-market (TTM) and budget constraints
imposed upon the system. This advocates the need for evaluating alternative
security solutions. The security standard ISO 15408:1999 Common Criteria for
Information Technology Security Evaluation [7] supports the evaluation of security solutions through a hierarchy of evaluation assurance levels (EAL). These
levels and associated guidelines takes an evaluator through activities assessing
the security level of a security solution. Risk management standards, such as the
Australian/New Zealand standard for Risk Management AS/NZS 4360:2004 [1]
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and its companion guideline standard HB 436:2004 Risk Management Guidelines [2], evaluate security solutions through a set of risk treatment assessment
activities. However, in most cases both security standards and risk management
standards relies heavily on subjective assessment by one or few assessors. Rather
than having an assessor interpret information, it would be beneficial to directly
make use of information from various information sources when doing security
solution evaluation. Such an approach would not only simplify the process of security solution evaluation, but would also provide technique that aid evaluators
by offering a way to structurally combine the large amount of information that
such evaluations include.
Because the information that are available in security solution evaluations
are both subjective and experience or empirical, aggregation techniques that can
handle information of various degrees of uncertainty is needed. This paper describes a trust-based performance strategy for aggregating various information
using information sources’ relative trustworthiness. This relative trustworthiness
is an expression of the ability of an information source to provide accurate information, and is assessed by examining its past and expected future performance.
The expected future performance is determine by examining to what degree the
knowledge and expertise level of an information source is in accordance to that
required for the problem in question. Expected future performance is evaluated
by looking at the currently perceived performance of an information source using
the two trust variables; (1) knowledge level and (2) level of expertise.
The paper describes how to determine the information source relative trustworthiness using the two trust variables. The approach is demonstrated by an
example that determines the relative trustworthiness for four domain experts
and a honeypot.
The paper is organised as following. Section 2 provides a brief description
of potential information sources that might be used in security solution evaluations. Section 3 describes how to determine the information source relative
trustworthiness using the two trust variables. Section 4 demonstrate how to use
the approach described in Section 3. Section 5 puts the work into context and
Section 6 conclude the paper with some pointers to future directions.

2

Information sources for security solution effect
evaluation

Information sources can be both active and passive entities, and their relative
trustworthiness vary depending on the problem being assessed. When evaluating
security solutions there are two main categories of information sources available;
directly and indirectly observable sources. Directly observable or empirical and
experience sources are sources that either have access to empirical information or
that have directly observed a phenomena. Such sources have not been biased by
human opinions, meaning that the source has gained knowledge and experience
by observing actual events. Indirectly observable or interpreted sources includes
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sources that have indirectly observed a phenomena, such as subjective expert
judgments or other types of interpreted information.
Commonly used directly observable information source are real-time information sources, such as Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), log-files from firewalls, internet gateways (routers) and honeypots [16]. Other directly observable
sources are company experience repositories, public experience repositories, domain knowledge, recommendations (best practices) and related standards. Examples of public repositories are the quarterly reports from Senter for Informasjonssikkerhet (SIS) in Norway, incident and security reports and white papers from CERT, NIST, NSA and CSO, reports from the Honeynet-project [17]
and other attack trend reports.
For security solution evaluation two types of indirectly observable sources are
commonly used; subjective expert judgment and interpreted expert information.
In subjective expert judgment the experts have directly gained knowledge and
experience that they use when providing information. Interpreted expert information refers to events observed by a third party, such as another expert or a
directly observable source, and given as a recommendation. In such cases, the
expert interprets the information given by other sources before providing the
information.

3

Determining information source relative
trustworthiness

Determining information source relative trustworthiness, in the trust-based performance approach for aggregating information for security solution evaluation,
is done using two trust variables: (1) knowledge level and (2) level of expertise.
Before describing the trust variables and explain how they are used to determine
information source relative trustworthiness, we look into what is meant by the
notion of trust.
The definition of trust and distrust used in the trust-based performance aggregation approach is modified from Ray and Chakraborty (2005) [15].
Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an information source to provide
accurate and correct information within a specific context.
Distrust is the firm belief in the incompetence of an information source to
provide accurate and correct information within a specific context.
As can be seen by the definitions, trust is specified in relation to a particular
context and might exist in some situations and not in others, as described in the
x
Trust framework by Branchaud and Flinn (2004) [4]. Trust context describes
the environment, purpose, assumptions and validity of a trust relationship. The
way the trust context is specified might include a variety of variables, as well as
vary from case to case depending on the trust purpose, as discussed in [4]. We
will not elaborate more on the trust context in this paper, but rather assume that
the trust context is specified in such a way that the available information can
be combined. However, the reader should note that information from different
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information sources cannot directly be combined in situations where the trust
context differs.
A trust relationship is usually established for some purpose between an
truster A and a trustee B, and are valid in a particular time frame. A trust
relationship is furthermore established under some assumptions, for a particular
case in a particular environment. However, when determining the relative trustworthiness of information sources it is the information source’s ability that is
measured, and not an external entity’s degree of trust in the information source.
3.1

Knowledge level

The trust variable knowledge level are used to determine the level of domain
knowledge of an information source, which is measured in terms of knowledge
score. Knowledge in this context covers facts and experience that an information
source has obtain in some way, most often through either education or professional work situations. The level of knowledge is clearly a subjective measure
and should therefore be assessed not only by the information source itself, but
also by the evaluator or a third party that has sufficient overview of both the
education and work experience for the information source, as well as being sufficiently aware of the purpose of the information that the information source is
providing.
The relative knowledge score for an information source are determined by
establishing a general domain relation model, specify the knowledge domain
relation model for the information source and then comparing this model with
the general knowledge domain model. Estimating the relative weight from the
comparison might be done in a variety of ways. In the example in Section 4
we use a score-based approach that are fairly simple, but that makes it easy to
observe the effects of changing any of the domain models. The knowledge score
is denoted Ki , where i represent information source number i.
Figure 1 shows a general reference knowledge domain model consisting of
four domains. This domain model describes which knowledge domains that are
relevant when evaluating security solutions, as well as specify the internal relations or relative weight/importance between the knowledge domains. In Section 4
we give an example of a reference knowledge domain model, information source
knowledge domain models and how to compare the two models to derive at the
knowledge score.
As mentioned earlier, each knowledge domain have a particular importance
wimp and coverage ccov for the security solution evaluation being performed.
Both the importance and coverage weights might be assigned by any of the involved stakeholders, standards, regulations, the evaluator or similar. The knowledge domain importance is modelled as the one-dimensional array wimp =
[w(1), ...w(j), ..., w(m)], where wj represent the importance weight for knowledge
domain j, which stores these knowledge domain importance weights. The coverage is similarly modelled as the one-dimensional array ccov = [c(1), ..., c(j), ..., c(m)].
The values of these arrays might be specified in the trust context or given during
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Fig. 1. General reference knowledge domain model

the evaluation process. It is often hard to assign w(j) and c( j) before the stakeholders or evaluator have gained sufficient overview of the involved knowledge
domains.
The importance and coverage weight for knowledge domains are part of the
knowledge domain relative score model, which are used to compute the knowledge score for the knowledge domain involved in the security solution evaluation.
The knowledge score is determined using (3), which multiplies each knowledge
domain importance weight, derived using (1), with the coverage for each knowledge domain, derived using (2). The results are then normalised over the set
of knowledge domains in (5) using the knowledge domain normalisation factor
fknowledge derived in (4).
Knowledge domain relative score model is used to derive the relative score
for each knowledge domain involved in a particular security solution evaluation.
wimp = [w(1), ..., w(j), ..., w(m)]
ccov = [c(1), ..., c(j), ..., c(m)]
Xm c(j) × w(j)
PKscore (K(j)) =
j=1
m
1
fknowledge = Pm
j K(j)
PrelativeKscore (K(j)) = fknowledge × K(j)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The subjective nature of assessing knowledge has some problems, such as e.g.
that it requires a large amount of experience on the abilities of an information
source for a third party to assess its knowledge domains accurately. We are
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therefore working on establishing a set of calibration variables for the level of
knowledge variable. Calibration variables in this context could e.g. be in terms
of several questions targeting the same issue, but formulated in such a way that
their answers would contradict if not answered accurately enough. This is a well
known method used during interrogations in crime investigation.
3.2

Level of expertise

The second trust variable, level of expertise, are used to determine the relative
level of expertise for an information source in relation to a particular security
solution evaluation. As for knowledge level, the level of expertise is measured
in terms of a score, in this case called expertise score. This expertise score is
determined based on seed/calibration variables, which are assessed using a information source level of expertise questionnaire. Table 1 shows an example
questionnaire containing an example set of seed/calibration variables. The associated categories for each of the seed/calibration variables are used to determine,
in addition to the knowledge level, the relative trustworthiness for an information source. The reader should note that the categories used in this paper serves
the purpose of being an example. The demonstration of its use is given in the
example described in Section 4.
Variables
level of expertise
age

Categories
low, medium and high
under 20, 20-25, 25-30, 30-40, 40-50, over
50
years of relevant education
1 year, 2 years, Bsc, Msc, PhD, other
years of education others
1 year, 2 years, Bsc, Msc, PhD, other
years of experience from industry 1-3 years, 5 years, 5-10 years, 10-15 years,
over 15 years
years of experience from academia 1-3 years, 5 years, 5-10 years, 10-15 years,
over 15 years
role experience
database, network management, developer,
designer, security management and decision
maker
Table 1. Example seed/calibration variables for determining the level of expertise

To determine the weight that should be given to each of the seed/calibration
variables, the relative importance of each of the variables for the security evaluation being performed need to be determined. The relative importance for
the calibration variables are modelled as the one-dimensional array wimp =
[w(1), ..., w(k), ..., w(l)], where w(k) refers to calibration variable for determining level of expertise number k and l is the number of calibration variables, as
described in (6). Importance in this context relates to how essential or critical
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a particular calibration variable are for the ability of the information source to
provide accurate and correct information. These importance weight might be
provided as part of the trust context, but are also often provided during the
security solution evaluation. The values might also be updated whenever new
information becomes available.
During an security solution evaluation appropriate values for the calibration variables for each information source is provide. Because these variables
are used to describe the information source, the values might be provided either by the information source or by a third party. Third party, in this context,
does not refers to some other entity providing recommendation on a particular entity, as described in [15], but are represent knowledge and experience
related to the information source. These values are then inserted into the calibration variable value array, which is modelled as the one-dimensional array
cexp = [c(1), ..., c(k), ..., c(l)], where c(k) refers to the provide value for calibration variable number k and l is the number of calibration variables, as described
in (7).
The calibration variable score for an information source is then determined
using (8), which multiplies each calibration variable importance weight from (6)
with the belonging value from (7). The results are then normalised over the set
of calibration variables in (10) using the knowledge domain normalisation factor
fexperience derived in (9).
Expertise level relative score model is used to derive the relative score for
each seed/calibration variable from the level of expertise questionnaire used
in a particular security solution evaluation.
wimp = [w(1), ..., w(k), ..., w(l)]
cexp = [c(1), ..., c(k), ..., c(l)]
Xl
c(k) × w(k)
PEscore (E(k)) =
k=1
l
1
fexpertise = Pl
k E(k)
PrelativeKscore (E(k)) = fexpertise × E(k)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

As for the level of knowledge variable, estimating an information source’s
level of expertise also have a high risk of bias. However, in this case one use
a set of calibration variables, rather than a subjective evaluation, to estimate
the level. This still does not represent an “objective” assessment because the
relations between these variables is not always modelled accurately (and in this
case, not at all). Aspects that might be of importance is to examine if their are
any difference in relative importance between years of experience from industry
and years of experience from academia. E.g. does one year from the industry have
more influence on the expertise level than one year in academia, or visa versa.
Another important aspect is to look into how the different age groups assess
their own perceived level of expertise. These issues are part of an controlled
experiment that we are currently performing.
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3.3

Estimating information source relative trustworthiness

The result from the two trust variables; the knowledge and expertise score, is
combined when estimating the information source relative trustworthiness using the estimate relative IS trustworthiness model. The initial trustworthiness
is computed by the initial trustworthiness function T (i), where i refers to information source number i and n is the number of information sources. This initial
weight is derived by combining the relative knowledge and experience score for
information source i. ε is the error function, which is used to neutralise any
over and underestimation, and represent the models ability to capture experience gained on the use of the information source i. We will not elaborate more
on this, but merely make the reader aware that this issue is handled in other
parts of the trust-based performance aggregation approach. More information
on the problem of under and overestimation or elicitation of expert judgments
in general can be found in e.g. Cooke (1991) [9], Goossens et al. (2000) [11],
Cooke Cooke and Slijkhuis (2003) [8] and similar sources.
After deriving the trustworthiness weight for each information source in (11),
the weights need to be normalised. Normalisation is done in (12) and the relative trustworthiness normalisation factor frelativeT rustw is derived. The initial
trustworthiness weights for each information source is then updated in (13).
Estimate relative IS trustworthiness model is used to combine the knowledge and expertise score such that the information source relative trustworthiness is derived.
T (i) =

Xm
j=1

Xl
(PrelativeKscore (j)×K(j))+

k=1

frelativeT rustw = Pn

1

i=1

T (i)

(PrelativeEscore (k)×E(k))−ε

(12)

TT rustw (i) = T (i) × frelativeT rustw
TrelativeT rustw (i) = Pn
i=1

1
TT rustw (i)

(13)
(14)

Because the relative weight are normalised, trustworthiness is expressed with
values in the range [0, 1]. The value 0 means no trustworthiness. Values close to
0 expresses little trustworthiness and values close to 1 describe high trustworthiness. Unknown trustworthiness can also be expressed, but is not covered here.
However, the symbol ⊥ is used to express such situations.
Whenever using the relative trustworthiness weight to evaluate a security
solution, the relative trustworthiness weights are first combined with the information each of the information sources has provided, and then normalised over
the number of information sources.
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4

Example of determining information source relative
trustworthiness in security solution evaluation

We use a .Net e-commerce system to demonstrate how to derive the relative
trustworthiness for information sources using the two trust variables. The information sources included in this example are the directly observable information
source log-files from a honeypot and four domain experts, which are indirectly
observable or interpreted information sources.
Consider the login service of the .NET e-commerce platform prototype developed by the EU-project ACTIVE [10]. To access any of the services in the
platform users must login. Users login using a web browser on their local machine.
The browser communicates with a web server unencrypted over the Internet using the http protocol. For more details on the login mechanism the reader is
referred to Houmb et al. (2005) [12].
Typical security threats for such a login service are different types of denial
of service (DoS) attacks, such as TCP SYN flooding [6] and IP spoofing attacks
[5].
A potential security solution for these type of attacks is a patch to the network
stack software that keeps track of the state of sessions. This is done by first
sending a cookie to the client, and then removing the pending connection. If
the client does not respond within a short period of time, the cookie expires
and the client must re-start the request for a connection. If the client responds
in time, the SYN-ACK message is sent and the connection is set up. Adding
the cookie message makes it unlikely that an attacker can respond in time to
continue setting up the connection. The cookie will expire on the server, and the
connection attempt is closed. If the client address has been spoofed the client
will not respond in any event.
Another security solution for these two DoS attacks is a filtering mechanism,
which is depicted in Figure 2 and 3. The filtering mechanism has an outbound
and inbound part that checks the source address, srcAddr, against a set of accepted source IP addresses stored in internalNetAddr. Rather than adding control through the additional cookie, the filtering mechanism is implemented on
the server side (usually on a firewall or an internet router) and configured to
block unauthorised connection attempts.
To evaluate these two security solutions the directly observable source realtime data from a honeypot and the indirectly observable information source
expert opinions from 18 domain experts were used. The honeypot was set up
to reflect the configuration of the .NET e-commerce platform (Windows NT
4.0 operating system and IIS 4.0). As a second layer of logging the Intrusion
Detection System (IDS) Snort were used. For more information on the honeypot
and its configuration the reader is referred to Østvang (2003) [14]. The group of
experts used were undergraduate students at Norwegian University of Science
and Technology. Further information on the collection of expert judgments is
provided in Houmb et al. (2004) [13].
For the honeypot information source only the connection attempts to TCP
port 80, which is intended for the web server, were considered. Logging was done
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Outbound
NetworkStack-Client

filteringRouter

NetworkStack-Server
outboundMessage (...)

srcAddr = checkSourceAddr

[internalNetAddr->excludes (srcAddr)]
deny

[else]
outboundMessage (...)

Fig. 2. Filter mechanism outbound

Inbound
NetworkStack-Client

filteringRouter

NetworkStack-Server

inBoundMessage (...)

srcAddr = checkSourceAddr

[internalNetAddr->includes (srcAddr)]
deny

[else]

inBoundMessage (...)

Fig. 3. Filter mechanism inbound

for the same amount of time, 24 hours, for the three different configurations:
(a) system without any security solutions, (b) system with the patch to the
network stack software; the cookie solution and (c) system with the filtering
mechanism. The result of these three logging configurations are then used, as the
information provided from the information source “honeypot”, when evaluating
the two security solutions. However, in this paper we focus on how to derive the
relative trustworthiness. Because “honeypot” is an observable information source
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that observes fact, we assign to it the initial trustworthiness weight Thoneypot =
100 according to (13). The value 1 indicates that the evaluator has complete
trust in the ability of “honeypot” to provide accurate and correct information
on number of DoS attacks. This means that the evaluator has a set of positive
experience of using “honeypot”. For information on how to derive such an trust
weight the reader is referred to Ray and Chakraborty (2004) [15]. It should be
noted that honeypots and IDSs are subject to the problem of false positives and
the problem of simulating sufficiently realistic system environment and use.
Elicitation of expert judgments were done using a simple knowledge and expertise score questionnaire. The information provided on each expert for the
variables in the questionnaire was then used to derive the knowledge and expertise score as described in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Due to space restrictions
only the judgment from 4 of the 18 experts are included. For discussion on problems and possible biases related to the procedure of collecting expert judgment
the reader is referred to Cooke (1991) [9] and Goossens et al. (2000) [11] and
similar sources.
Expert Calibration variable
number
4
level of expertise
years of relevant of education
years of experience from industry
role experience
6

15

18

Information provided

medium
Bsc
0
database and security
management
level of expertise
low
years of relevant of education
Bsc
years of experience from industry 0
role experience
database
level of expertise
high
years of relevant of education
Bsc
years of experience from industry 0
role experience
designer, developer and
security management
level of expertise
low
years of relevant of education
Bsc
years of experience from industry 0.5
role experience
developer

Table 2. The expertise and knowledge level questionnaire and the information provided

As described in Section 3.1 the knowledge score for an information source is
determined by comparing the information source knowledge domain models with
the reference knowledge domain model. The reference knowledge domain model
is created by identifying the relevant knowledge domains and assessing their in-
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ternal relative importance. Here the relevant knowledge domains are; security
management, design, network manager, database and developer. Figure 4 shows
the four knowledge domains and their internal relative importance. For demonstrational purpose the focus is put on the result of the identification, rather than
discussing techniques that can be used to identify these knowledge domains.
In this example a domain expert, one of the authors, that was not part of the
expert judgment panel, performed the identification based on prior experience in
the domain of secure system development. Due to the subjective nature of this
assessment potential biases need to be assessed. We are currently working on
establishing alternative and more “objective” techniques for knowledge domain
identification.

5%
10 %

Domain A: security
management

E
Domain D

15 %

Domain B: network
management
Domain C: database

Domain C

Domain A

50 %
Domain D: design

Domain B

Domain E: developer

20 %

Fig. 4. The reference knowledge domain relation model for the example

The knowledge domains coverage for each expert is: 80 percentages on security management and 15 percentage on database for expert 4. 100 percentages
on database for expert 6. 60 percentages for design, 30 percentages on developer
and 10 percentages for security management for expert 15. 100 percentages on
developer for expert 18. The knowledge level for each expert is computed using
the knowledge domain relative score model from Section 3.1 and (11) from the
estimate relative IS trustworthiness model
For expert 4, 6, 15 and 18 the initial knowledge score K(4), K(6), K(15)
and K(18) are (the values are divided by 100 to make the computation more
tractable):
PKscore (K(4)) = (50 × 85) + (15 × 15) = 4475/100 ≈ 45
PKscore (K(6)) = (100 × 1) = 1500/100 = 15
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PKscore (K(15)) = (60 × 10) + (30 × 5) + (10 × 50) = 1250/100 ≈ 13
PKscore (K(18)) = (100 × 5) = 500/100 = 5
Normalising the result is done using (4) to derive the normalisation factor
fknowledge and (5) to update the knowledge scores. Using (4) gives fknowledge =
0.013 and the updated approximated knowledge scores are: KrelativeKscore (4) =
0.6, KrelativeKscore (6) = 0.2, KrelativeKscore (15) = 0.19 and KrelativeKscore (18) =
0.01.
The level of expertise for each information source are derived using the calibration variables in Table 2. In this example we use three of the seed/calibration
variables to determine level of expertise; level of experience, years of relevant education and years of experience from industry. For the calibration variable level of
experience the importance weights using (6) are wimp (low) = 0.2, wimp (medium) =
0.5 and wimp (high) = 1.0. For the calibration variable years of relevant education the importance weight are wimp (Bsc) = 0.2. For the calibration variable
years of experience from industry the importance weight is wimp (pery ear) = 0.2
for each year of industrial experience.
Using (8) the initial expertise level scores
PEscore (E(k)) are derived: PEscore (E(4)) = 0.5, PEscore (E(6)) = 0.2, PEscore (E(15)) =
1.0 and PEscore (E(18)) = 0.02.
These initial expertise level scores are then normalised by first determining
the expertise level normalisation factor using (9), which gives fexpertise = 0.6.
Then the expertise level scores are updated in (10), which gives the approximate
scores PEscore (E(4)) = 0.3, PEscore (E(6)) = 0.19, PEscore (E(15)) = 0.6 and
PEscore (E(18)) = 0.01.
Finally, we use the estimation relative IS trustworthiness model to derive
the information source relative trustworthiness. In this model one first determine the initial trustworthiness using (11), which gives the approximated values:
T (honeypot) = 1.0, T (4) = 0.2, T (6) = 0.04, T (15) = 0.1 and T (18) = 0.01.
The second step in the model is to find the relative trustworthiness normalisation factor using (12), and the third step is to derive the initial information
source relative trustworthiness using (13) and normalising the result in (14). This
gives frelativT rustw = 0.7. The resulting trustworthiness score for the information source “honeypot” is TrelatveT rustw (honeypot) = 0.7. The resulting trustworthiness score for expert 4, 6, 15 and 18 are: TrelatveT rustw (expert4) = 0.1,
TrelatveT rustw (expert6) = 0.1, TrelatveT rustw (expert15) = 0.1 and
TrelatveT rustw (expert18) = 0.0.
As can be seen by the result, these information source relative trustworthiness
reflects the information provided on each source’s knowledge domains and level
of expertise. E.g. expert 1 has two knowledge domains where one of the domains
is security management, which are assigned a high level of importance. Expert
1 also has medium level of expertise. It is therefore reasonable that expert 1 are
given a higher trustworthiness score than expert 18, because expert 18 have a
low level of expertise and one knowledge domain for which are given a low level
of importance. As also can be seen by the result, we are not able to distinguish
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between expert 4, 6 and 15. This is also reasonable taking into account that their
knowledge domains and level of expertise combined equals out the differences.
In security solution evaluation these information source relative trustworthiness weights are combined with the information each of the sources provide,
which in this example gives the estimated security solution effect.

5

Related work

There exist a variety of trust models. However, many of these models are designed
for establishing trust relationships between entities for exchange of particular
information in an distributed setting, such as e.g. encryption keys or session
keys. In these cases trust is measured using binary entities, such as total trust
or no trust. Example of more flexible trust models is the vector trust model
developed by Ray and Chakraborty [15], X Trust developed by Branchaud and
Flin [4] and the BBK metric developed by Beth, Borcherding and Klein [3].
However, our work does not concern entities that engage in information exchange in distributed networks or other system environments. The relative trustworthiness in our model relates to information sources providing information in
security solution evaluation. The information sources are mostly domain experts
of some kind, and the trustworthiness is not a measure of the value of the trust
relationship between a truster and some trustee, as describe in [15], but between
the trustees by examine their level of knowledge and experience related to the
security solutions that are being evaluated. One might use any other trust model
to derive the relative measures of trust. We have, however, focused on capturing
how an evaluator works when assessing security targets, such at what kind of information are being used, how are the information being used etc., and therefore
our model can be used to aid such processes.
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Conclusion

The paper describes how to derive information source relative trustworthiness for
security solution evaluation. The relative trustworthiness for each information
source is determined using the two trust variables (1) knowledge level and (2)
level of expertise. An information source’s knowledge level is measured using a
knowledge score, while the level of expertise is measure using a expertise score.
It is important to note, however, that the derived relative trustworthiness of
information sources still merely represent the combination of domain knowledge
and human interpretation of what is important to take into consideration in a
particular security solution evaluation. This means that the construction of the
knowledge domain models and the assessment of the level of expertise are critical
for the correctness of the results.
Further work includes implementing the approach using Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN). BBN handle large scale conditional probability computations and
allows for reason under uncertainty. More information the reader is referred to
Houmb et al. (2005) [12].
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